
Perfect Solar and Wet Weather Protection
for hotels, restaurants and retailers
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Making the most of your business’s outdoor space is vital.
Here at markilux, we help you deliver an ‘al fresco’ experience to your customers
through our range of innovative, market-leading shading systems.

Extending your hospitality



Front page:
Hotel SportSchloss Velen
A shading system creating a large, 
sheltered area and a high-class ambience

Allianz Stadion
SK Rapid Wien / Austria
Outdoor lounge area with lighting and heaters that 
create a pleasant atmosphere in the evening 

Large-scale protection against  
the sun and inclement weather  
that will put your guests at ease  
and increase your turnover.



dii:ke Beach Motel
St. Peter-Ording / Germany

Large-scale shading system  
with impressive signwriting
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Flexibility of application is key
No matter the size of your outdoor space, be it large or small, you could be
missing out on thousands in lost revenue by not making it a comfortable place  
for your customers to relax.

The first impression is decisive.
If it’s attractive and inviting, the 
occasional visitor will become a 
regular guest.



Large or small systems
Our range of shading systems can transform any outdoor area into a warm and sheltered
space to fulfil the maximum potential of your business.
All our shading solutions are individually designed to fit in seamlessly with the surroundings,  
offer problem-free operation and are engineered to last a lifetime.
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Create a pleasant atmosphere.
Stimulate an emotional response.

Increase your turnover.



Eibsee Hotel
Garmisch-Partenkirchen / Germany
Large-scale shading system with  
a summery atmosphere – even when  
the sun is not shining
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Open Spaces
Being outdoors is becoming more and more popular these days 
and markilux is able to offer the right solution for every conceivalbe 
situation. 

Piazza Grande 
Waldshut / Germany
A busy, lively place to enjoy life,  
have a quiet chat and forget  
whatever the weather may bring

Noble. Durable. Imposing.
Allow yourself to be inspired, impressed and persuaded.
Create a sense of value. In line with your own conceptions.



Restaurant Het Badpaviljoen
Domburg / The Netherlands
Protected against sun, wind and wet weather – 
your favourite spot in the open air
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www.markilux.com
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Ron Gastrobar 
Amsterdam / The Netherlands
Reinvent your al fresco dining area – an inviting space 
in the open air with a lot of turnover potential



carpesol spa · Osning Restaurant | Café
Bad Rothenfelde / Germany
Eye-catching shading for the lounge area
in striking corporate colours
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www.markilux.com
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Café & Restaurant Schloßmühle 
Bad Iburg / Germany
Solar protection for patios and conservatories.
Well-protected seating areas for your customers.



Strandbar 54° Nord
St. Peter-Ording / Germany
An engaging environment with a view of the sea 
in the much cherished outdoors
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Modular Systems for universial applications

markilux pergola

The markilux awning system with slender posts and lateral
guide tracks. A single unit can cover an area of up to 30 sqm*.

* Coupled units can shade an even larger area depending on the model.20 | markilux-commercial.com

markilux construct

markilux markant

The modular, free-standing frame system offering limitless, individually 
planned design possibilities. Almosst no boundaries are imposed on 
your creativity.

Inviting hospitality. This innovative awning system provides individually plannable solar, wind and wet weather protection.  
The fabric incorporated in the construction means that there is a broad choice of colours and patterns available.  
It is purist in design and fulfils all that is required of an exclusive al fresco dining solution.



Award-winning Designer Awnings:

markilux side screen

markilux patio & balcony awnings

markilux syncra

markilux vertical blinds

markilux planet

markilux conservatory awnings

markilux awnings stand out with their inimitable, timeless design.
These modern yet classic products will bring pleasure to you and
your guests for years to come.

The ultimate parasol-cum-awning – a real eye-catcher that perfectly 
shades an 18 m² outdoor area that will move round with the sun.

markilux conservatory awnings can shade every canopy or  
conservatory with the minimum of effort and the maximum of style. 
Intelligent technology with great taste included.

The robust frame system to which one or two folding-arm awnings or 
markilux pergolas can be fitted. The flex vesion with stabilisation boxes 
is free-standing without the need for concrete foundations. Can cover 
an area of up to 60 m².*

The combination of reliable technology and top-grade materials results 
in a highly functional and durable asset to embellish your façade.

Ideal, lateral protection against low-lying sun, light wind and  
inquisitive glances. Height up to 2.5 m, extension up to 4.5 m. 
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Accessories

flexible panorama windowmarkilux infrared heater markilux lighting

markilux shadeplus

intelligent controls

markilux awning covers

Feel the warmth in an instant and enjoy more of  
the evening outside.

LED lighting creates a striking atmosphere  
in the evenings.

For more comfort: sun and wind sensor,  
hand-held remote control or via app for your 
smartphone or tablet.

The additional vertical blind inside the front
profile. Protects against low-lying sun and
inquisitve glances. Excludes the sun during  
the day and keeps in the warmth for longer 
in the evening.

The panorama window for vertical blinds keeps in 
the warmth, protects against wind and wet weather  
and provides an unobstructed view.

With the purchase of a markilux awning cover you 
will have chosen a high-class, quality product  
„Made in Germany“. It has a decisive impact on  
the colour ambience under an awning.

For even greater enjoyment of the colour ambience
provided by the shade of an awning, markilux offers
an extensive collection of more than 250 fabrics
made from the innovative high-tech polyester yarns
sunvas and sunsilk. 

Allow yourself to be inspired by our exclusive 
markilux collection.
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markilux textile printing

You can amplify your business marketing further with a customised markilux shading system printed with your brand. Our bespoke manufacturing 
process ensures that your markilux is built to your required specification and printed with your choice of branding, making it possible for you to give 
your brand even more exposure. Simply choose your desired frame, fabric and a design that you wish to have printed on it, and we will take care of 
the rest.



Our aim is to help you deliver an exclusive “al fresco” experience to your  
customers through our range of innovative, market-leading shading systems.

To find out more, please go to markilux-commercial.com
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markilux GmbH + Co. KG | Germany
Hansestrasse 53
48282 Emsdetten

Phone: +49 2572 1531-358
Email: commercial@markilux.com


